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Fully Customizable LMS That Fits Your Needs (Not the Other Way Around)
Say goodbye to clunky, cookie-cutter LMSs that charge a fortune for updates. We’ve got you covered with a fully customizable learning platform that adapts to your needs—and won’t cost the earth!
In search of year-round, customer-first support? You’ve come to the right place. From dedicated account management to 24-hour support, we’re with you every step of your learning journey, well beyond your platform’s go-live date.
Looking for a learning platform that’s both secure and scalable? Yep, that’s us again. The combination of powerfully secure AWS hosting and the world's largest Moodle™-based learning solution means you have the freedom to grow and manage your learning programs your way.

Book a demo
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Learning platforms and services trusted by the world’s best
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Open-Source Technology
At Open LMS, one of the ways we support learning is via our commitment to open-source learning technology. The ability to deliver educational materials on a customized, branded platform is highly appealing to companies looking to teach or train students, employees, volunteers, or customers. Opening up a flexible opportunity for your organization to adapt your open-source LMS without vendor and commitment pressure.
Open LMS Commitment to Open-Source
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AWS Cloud Hosting
Open LMS clients are hosted on the world’s most robust hosting platform, Amazon Web Services (AWS), to guarantee security, uptime, and scalability for millions of organizations worldwide. Our experts are well-versed in hosting services so you can leave the heavy lifting to us, letting you focus on maximizing the learning experience for your users!

Read More About Open LMS Hosting
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Industry-Leading Customer Service
We provide a thoughtful, human response to all support tickets. We have one of the largest support teams within an online learning space around the world, working with you 24/7. Open LMS also provides a robust online resources library within our community site, Open LMS Academy & Youtube channel.

Read More About Open LMS Academy
Read More About Open LMS Support
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Industries We Serve
At Open LMS, we believe that every organization is a learning organization. Whether you are in a corporate space looking for compliance training or higher education looking to deliver a better, more secure platform for your learners. No matter your needs, Open LMS offers flexible solutions to help you achieve your ideal goal. See how we can help your business, organization or association succeed.
	Education Sector
	Workplace Learning
	Government
	Healthcare
	Retail & Hospitality
	Training Companies
	Business Services
	Non-Profit
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Open LMS Content Creation
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An award-winning eLearning content design team
Open LMS Content Services will support you from start to finish, keeping you in control of your learning outcomes. Leverage professionally-designed and developed courses by our multi-award-winning team to fuel your learner journeys.

Find out more about our LMS Content Creation





Open LMS Training
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LMS & eLearning training and education services
A great LMS is the foundation of a strong and effective online teaching and learning environment. Education and training in site administration, platform tools and resources, course development, and teaching practices lead to a truly transformative learning experience for learners.

Learn More about our Upcoming Courses






Winner of multiple prestigious industry awards
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Open LMS Certified Service Providers
Open LMS is interested in expanding its global coverage.
We are looking for the best partners to work together
Want to become a partner?




Open LMS FAQ
Frequently asked questions about learning management systems:

What is a learning management system?

A learning management system (also called an LMS) is a software application for organizations and institutions to manage, host, and track learning programs.



What does an LMS do?

An LMS is used to create, deliver, manage, and assess learning experiences in both educational and corporate environments. Organizations can create and store courses within the software, and the LMS automatically evaluates assessments and prepares data reports, saving institutions precious time and resources.



What are the two main types of learning management systems?

An open-source LMS allows anyone public access to the source file code directly to develop, study, and improve the system without restrictions. Organizations can scale as necessary, customize as required, and easily transfer content without being locked in with a vendor.
A closed source LMS requires purchased licenses and authentication and is not accessible by the general public. It’s generally less flexible and more limited in its usage.



What are the features of an LMS?

The most important features of an LMS are: Content management and creation
- Performance and progress tracking
- Multi-device compatibility
- Exceptional service and support




What are the benefits of an LMS?

An LMS makes it easy to create and deliver customizable, high-quality learning content to multiple users. It provides users with a consistent learning experience regardless of the device they’re using. An LMS also gives users the flexibility to engage in learning at their own pace—all while providing support services to ensure that learners can stay on track if something goes wrong. 
An LMS tracks user progress, performance, and other data points so you can ensure that your learners are meeting their goals. This allows instructors to quickly gauge which learners are in need of extra support, as well as who the top performers are in the organization.
An LMS saves time and money. Organizations save resources by providing their users with courses they can take at their own convenience instead of attending in-person classes. Institutions save on instructor and material costs. Users save time by only participating in the learning segments that concern them.




Why is an LMS important for online learning?

An LMS lets users access their learning materials from anywhere, on any device. Users can consume learning experiences where and how they’re most comfortable, and that makes the experiences more meaningful for learners.



What sets Open LMS apart from other LMS providers?

Our Moodle™-based LMS is fully customizable and scalable to meet the needs of any sized institution or organization. Our products are securely hosted on Amazon Web Services (AWS), one of the most robust web hosting platforms available. We have a global team of professionals that provide clients with industry-leading, 24/7 service, so users can spend more time enhancing learning experiences and less time dealing with technical issues.
In addition to our LMS, we offer content creation, online exams, LMS training, LMS hosting and support, and LMS extensions that further enhance learning experiences for users.








Find out more
Open LMS provides world-class LMS solutions that empower organizations to meet education and workplace learning needs.
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